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3 Hrs. Amsterdam Private Walking/Metro Tour:

Johan Cruyff Arena & Exotic Amsterdam

No hurry, no worries, get a lot of information about the Arena, culture, architecture, society.
Johan Cruyff Arena is located in South East Amsterdam: in this part of Amsterdam a mix of people of different
cultures are living together: people of 170 different countries. See and learn all about Amsterdam Exotic South
East Amsterdam: the way of life - food - street market - Amsterdam Exotic cultures and of course: soccer!

Itinerary:
Meet 9.30 AM at the Central Station, the main entrance, at the piano.
We take the Metro to South East Amsterdam (15 min drive). At 10.30 starts the Arena Tour (75 min.)
Visit all the highlights of the Arena: pressroom, tunnel to the field, dug outs and the Ajax “Gallery of Fame”.

After visited the Arena we have a walk in “Caribbean Amsterdam”. First the shopper mall. Exotic products are
being sold. Same on the street market at the nearby Square: spices, exotic fruit, fish etc.
After seen the market and maybe tasted some food, we take the metro back to the city center.













General information:
Tour starts at 9.30 AM, at the Main Entrance of Central Station, Amsterdam Center, at the Piano.
Starting at 14.00 PM also will be possible, at same meeting point.
Pick up at hotel, when located near the route of the tour.
Included: tickets for Arena and Metro
Discount on combination of other 31/2 Amsterdam city tour, on same day.
(there will be time in between for having lunch; not included)

Market Days: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday. On Wednesday market at 3 more stops of Metro.
Walking Tour participants have to be fit for walking and standing during the tour.
Number of People: 1 – 8 people.
Languages:
&
&
&
Asking questions about everything, concerning Amsterdam will be appreciated!
Possible to book a regular Amsterdam Canal tour with discount: € 12.50 instead of € 16.00 p.p.

Please sent contact form, or send an email, to be informed about Availability & Prices.

Looking forward to meet!
Your Personal Tour Guide,
GERK KAZEMIER
www.hollandpersonaltourguide.nl
info@hollandpersonaltourguide.nl

